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Written by

Marina Bohn

Maya Shoemaker

Jessica Zuzack

With help and inspiration from Dr. Arielle Halpern, PhD

This field guide was made with the environmental educator in 
mind by Cohort 12 members of the Master of Science in 
Environmental Education Program at Southern Oregon University.

We hope that this guide can be used to help you become familiar 
with one of the most diverse conifer forest in the world in 
Southern Oregon/Northern California. We also hope that this 
guide will help to inspire our youth to study and appreciate the 
world around them. 

We recommend using this guide in conjunction with Trees to 
Know in Oregon by Edward C. Jensen.

Front cover photo taken on Green Spring Loop Trail in Cascade Siskiyou National Monument by Marina Bohn.
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Introduction

The convergence 
of the Siskiyou 
Mountains and 
the Cascade range 
produces a unique 
microclimate and 
ecosystem in 
Southern Oregon, 
creating one of the 
most diverse 
conifer forests in 
the world. The two 
mountain ranges 
produce an array 
of different rock 
types and soils 
with granite, 
andesite, basalt, 
serpentinite, and 
rhyolite. 

With these different soils comes 
a diverse collection of conifer 
species from low elevations to 
high. In this guide, we will be 
identifying some common 
conifers around Southern 
Oregon and how to distinguish 
between similar species. 4
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Conifer Clue Characteristics

If you see...

Needles
● Scaly needles……………………………………..False Cedar (pages 8-9)
● Long needles……………………………………………..Pine (pages 10-15)

○ 2 needles per fascicle - Lodgepole Pine
○ 3 needles per fascicle - Ponderosa Pine, Jeffrey Pine, Knobcone Pine
○ 5 needles per fascicle - Western White Pine, Sugar Pine, Whitebark Pine

● Short, bottle-brush looking needles…………..Fir (pages 7, 16-19)

Cones
● Small, round cones/duck bill cones…….False Cedar (pages 8-9)
● Fleshy, berry looking cones………..Yew or Juniper (pages 20, 22)
● Big woody cones………………………………………..Pine (pages 10-15)
● Upward facing cones…………………………………….Fir (pages 16-19)
● Downward hanging cones………………………….Pine (pages 10-15)

Bark
● Deeply furrowed………………………………………...Pine (pages 10-15)
● Stringy/shreddy bark…………………………..False Cedar (pages 8-9)
● Grey scaly bark………………………………………….Fir (pages 7, 16-19)
● Red bark

○ Ponderosa (furrowed, puzzle pieces)....................................................Page 10
○ Yew (scaly)........................................................................................... .....Page 20
○ Shasta Red Fir (cross hatched and furrowed)......................................Page 19

For a dichotomous key, we suggest page 10 of Trees to Know in Oregon.
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Conifer Species



Douglas-fir 
Pseudotsuga menziesii

● Distinguishing Features: Cones with 3 lobed bracts extending below the scales which 
resemble a mouse hiding in a hole with its tail out. It is the most planted tree for recreation and 
timber in Oregon. State tree of Oregon. Second tallest tree in North America, up to 320 feet.

● Range/Elevation: 0-5500 feet

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Colonizes easily on nutrient bare soils. Grows on variable 
terrain from dune forests to high elevation mountains. 

● Needles: About 1 inch long, yellow-green to bluish green, soft, flexible, and grow from branches 
in all directions like a bottle brush.

● Cones: 2-4 inches long, easily identified by the 3 lobed bracts extending past scales of cones 
(mouse tails). Whole cones are reddish brown and plentiful below a tree.

● Bark: Greyish brown, sometimes reddish, deeply furrowed with age. Young bark has resin 
blisters. Mature bark is thick and resistant to fire.

● Taxa That Look Similar: True firs, Abies var., such as Noble fir, White fir and Red fir. The 
Douglas-fir is a false fir.

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Cones with 3 lobed bracts (mouse tails) are intact 
and easily found under tree, whereas true fir cones break apart before hitting the ground.

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Mouse tails on the cones.

● Where to Find Locally: Almost everywhere in Oregon below 5500 feet. 

Photos by Marina Bohn
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Incense Cedar
Calocedrus decurrens

● Distinguishing Features: feathery flat scaley needs, red stringly bark

● Range/Elevation: 1000-6000 fee

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Mixed, lower-elevation coniferous forests, warm 
summers, varied soils

● Needles: flattened and very small, up to ½ inch long, forming “wine glass” pattern. 

● Cones: small, up to 1.5 inches, 3 scale in appearance (but actually containing 6), elongated, 
resembling a duck’s bill 

● Bark: reddish brown, thick, deeply furrowed, long interlacing ridges, bark of larger trees 
comparable to that of giant sequoia 

● Taxa That Look Similar: Western red cedar

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Western red has butterfly stomatal bloomsvs 
ine glass shaped stomatle blooms

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Waving hands 

● Where to Find Locally:On campus, in Lithia, all over Ashland

Photo Credit: Jessica Zuzack
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● Distinguishing Features: X on needles

● Range/Elevation: Native only to 200 miles of coast 
(planted elsewhere)

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Well drained 
(avoid root rot)

● Needles: Scale-like and appressed to twig, undersides 
Have distinct X pattern

● Cones: Small, round, woody

● Bark: Brown, fibrous and ridged, thicker bark than
 other false cedars

● Taxa That Look Similar: Western Red Cedar

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Round rather than rosebud shaped cones, X's 
rather than butterflies under needles

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Feather shaped branches

● Where to Find Locally:  SOU campus 

Port-Orford-Cedar
Chamaecyparis lawsoniana

Photo Credit: Maya Shoemaker

Comparison Photo: Incense cedar (L) 
Port Orford Cedar (R)
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● Distinguishing Features: Cones with sharp points, plated bark resembles puzzle pieces

● Range/Elevation: 0-6,000 feet

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Lower elevations, creek and river valleys, can be in open 
or dense forests, likes warm and sunny areas, can tolerate cold winter and wet soils

● Needles: 5-10 inches long, bundles of 3, yellowish-green, bundles look like tufts at ends of 
branches

● Cones: 3-6 inches long, egg-shaped, sharp points on each scale, scales arranged in spirals

● Bark: Young bark is brown to black, becomes reddish-brown with age and forms broad, 
scaley plates that look like puzzle pieces, flakes off in pieces, smells like vanilla

● Taxa That Look Similar: Pinus jeffreyi (Jeffrey Pine)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Cones look similar to Jeffrey Pine cones but are 
smaller and have sharp points which Jeffrey Pine cones lack. Ponderosa Pine has 3 needles 
per fascicle, whereas Jeffrey Pine has 2 needles per fascicle. Puzzle piece bark is unique to 
Ponderosa Pine.

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Pokey Ponderosa (referring to cones), puzzle 
piece bark, cookie tree (smells like vanilla use in cookie baking)

● Where to Find Locally: Very common and widely distributed. Can be found at Whetstone 
Savanna Preserve, Rogue River Preserve, and Grizzly Peak Trail.

Ponderosa Pine
Pinus ponderosa

Photo Credit: Jessica Zuzack
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● Distinguishing Features: Big (4-6 ft diameter, 
17-200 ft high) and old (400-500 years!)

● Range/Elevation: 500-7000 feet

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Serpentine soils

● Needles: 3 per bundle, 5’’-10’’, dark blue-green; 
often appear bushier than those of ponderosa;
when broken smell like pineapple

● Cones: Its cones are 6 to 10 inches long, and oval 
lacking the spines which make Ponderosa Pine cones prickly.

● Bark: Range-red and deeply furrowed in mature trees, flaking off into “puzzle pieces” 
forming piles at base like Sugar Pine and Ponderosa Pine; becomes paler with elevation and 
exposure; sweet smell (butterscotch) at the right time of year 

● Taxa That Look Similar: Pinus ponderosa (Ponderosa Pine)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Grows primarily on serpentine soils and is 
much bigger than Ponderosa Pine with less pokey cones (see pg 33 of Trees to Know in 
Oregon)

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Gentle Jeffrey vs Pokey Ponderosa

● Where to Find Locally: Siskiyou Field Institute and along Rt-62 East to Crater Lake

Jeffrey Pine
Pinus jeffreyi

Photo Credit: C.J. Earle

Comparison Illustration: Isabelle Greene
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● Distinguishing Features: Has two needles per bundle

● Range/Elevation: 2500 - 8000 ft

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Widely distributed

Commonly called shore pine near the coast

● Needles: Two needles per fascicle, twisted, up to 2”, 
green to yellow-green, and prickly to the touch, 
upturned at tips of branches

● Cones: 1”-3” and variably asymmetrical, usually same length as the needles, maturing in two 
years; open (except Coon Mountain population) when mature

● Bark: Marbled with colors ranging from gray to brown to red; becomes paler with elevation 

● Taxa That Look Similar: Four varieties with different morphology. Also confused with Jack 
pine

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Lodgepole is the only two needle pine native to 
Oregon

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Small spikey egg cones- fire released. 
"Contorted" in some areas and super straight "pole for lodges" in others- yellowish tint to cut 
wood

● Where to Find Locally: Ashland Loop Road near Terrace Street, near the coast, along Rt-62 
East to Crater Lake National Park.

Lodgepole Pine
Pinus contorta var. murrayana

Photo Credit: Maya Shoemaker Photo Credit: Jessica Zuzack 12

Photo Credit: Maya Shoemaker



● Distinguishing Features: Cones have distinct asymmetrical shape with prominent points on 
one side and are very hard

● Range/Elevation: 1,000-6,000 feet

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Hot, dry, rocky slopes, adapted to fire, can be found in 
mountainous or coastal habitats

● Needles: 3-7 inches long, 3 needles per fascicle, slender and twisted, reddish-green, sparse, 
tips of branches upturned

● Cones: 4-6 inches long, asymmetrical, scales are triangular and pointed, swollen knob-like 
bumps on one side, sealed very tightly, grow in dense clusters on branches and main trunk, 
serotinous

● Bark: Gray, mature bark has shallow furrows with flattened ridges at base, slightly flakey

● Taxa That Look Similar: Pinus muricata (Bishop Pine)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Bishop Pine cones look similar but scales are 
more rounded than pointed.

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Cones look like hedgehogs

● Where to Find Locally: Rogue River National Forest

Knobcone Pine
Pinus attenuata

Photos Credit: Steven Harper Photo Credit: J. Reimer and M. Ritter
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Whitebark Pine
Pinus albicaulis

● Distinguishing Features: Short stature, twisted irregular trunk, spreading crown

● Range/Elevation: 4,500-7,000 feet, but can grow up to 12,000 feet

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Dry, rocky soils on exposed slopes, timberline

● Needles: 1-3 inches long, 5 needles per fascicle, faint white lines on both sides, crowded at 
ends of twigs, stiff, sharp-pointed, dull green

● Cones: 1.5-3 inches long, egg-shaped, woody, thick scales with no prickles, almost stalkless, 
purple to brown, scales have sharp edge ending in raised point

● Bark: Thin, scaley, light grey

● Taxa That Look Similar: None in southwestern Oregon. Pinus balfouriana (Foxtail Pine)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: The bark of Foxtail Pine is cinnamon or grey 
and platey

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinction: Whitebark Pine has bright bark. 

● Where to Find Locally: Mt. Ashland, east side of Mt. Shasta

Photo Credit: Jeff Bisbee Photo Credit: Jeff Bisbee

Photo Credit: CJ Earle

Fun Fact:
The Clark’s Nutcracker has 
coevolved with Whitebark 
pine using the seeds as its 
main food source.  Cones 
do not open on their own, 
so the trees are reliant on 
the Clark’s nutcracker for 
seed dispersal.  These 
birds, along with corvids 
such as jays, have the 
feeding behavior of 
caching, or burying, food 
for later use.  They have 
incredible memory for 
locating caches long after 
they’ve been hidden.  
Clark’s nutcrackers’ annual 
cycle of habitat use, 
mating, and moulting are 
all tied intricately to the 
Whitebark Pine life cycle.
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● Distinguishing Features: Longest cone of a Pine in the world!

● Range/Elevation: From coastal to 10,000 feet in the Transverse Range

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Ridge tops and steep hillsides, generally drier habitat at 
mid to higher elevation

● Needles: 3”-4”, grow in clusters of 5, blue-green with stomatal bloom on all sides; underside 
with two lines of bloom 

● Cones: Longest cone of a Pine in the world, 10-20 inches long. 

● Bark: Reddish-brown and narrowly furrowed, flaking in small rounds that collect at the base, 
becoming lighter with elevation and exposure

● Taxa That Look Similar: Western White Pine

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Western White Pine cones are 5-12 inches long, 
whereas Sugar Pine cones are a foot long ((see pg 37 of Trees to Know in Oregon)

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Gigantic pinecones! Really long. Elephant foot 
trunk

● Where to Find Locally: Near trailhead to Hobart Bluff

Sugar Pine
Pinus lambertiana

Photo Credit: Dr. Linda B. Brubaker
Photo Credit: C.J. Earle
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● Distinguishing Features: Shiny, dark green needles that grow in two flat rows.

● Range/Elevation: 0-2000 ft

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Cool moist coastal forests from Sonoma County, CA to 
British Columbia

● Needles: Up to 1", shiny green, arranged in two flat rows like pressed in a book, needles vary 
in length. Needles can turn up into a V shape on branches more exposed to sun.

● Cones: Cones are upright on branches 2-4" green when young, purple when mature

● Bark: Grayish bark with long shallow strips

● Taxa That Look Similar: Yews also have flat arrangement of needles. Grand fir often 
hybridizes with White Fir and hybrids can be hard to distinguish.

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Often confused for white fir's lower branches. 
Grand fir have flat needles like Pacific Yew, but Yew’s needles are shorter and softer.

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Shiny flat needles, soft

● Where to Find Locally: Northern California along 199 towards coast near Smith River, hybrid 
with white fir located at Wagner Butte, CSNM

Grand Fir
Abies grandis

Photo from OSU True Fir Species

Photo from OSU Landscape Plants, Abies grandis
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● Distinguishing Features: Needles arranged in flat plane, branches sweep downward

● Range/Elevation: 3,000-6,500 feet. Oregon is northern-most part of range

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Dry or moist sites, variable soils, often in pure stands

● Needles: 1-2.5 inches long, whitish stomatal bloom on both sides, protrude from twigs in a 
flat plane, can form a U or V arrangement, loosely spaced, soft to touch

● Cones: 3-5 inches long, cylindrical, stand upright on branches, green when young, turn 
brown with age, bracts are shorter than scales

● Bark: Grayish, thick, becoming furrowed with age, base of tree has “dripping” appearance 
like candle wax 

● Taxa That Look Similar: Hybridize with Abies grandis (Grand Fir); Abies lasiocarpa (subalpine 
fir)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Difficult to distinguish hybrids from true White 
Fir. Different from Subalpine Fir because it is larger and grows at middle elevations, whereas 
Subalpine Fir is smaller and grows are lower elevations. Needles are loosely spaced instead 
of densely arranged like on Subalpine Fir. 

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Branches sweep down and flare outward like a 
wide skirt.  This is to shed snow in the winter. 

● Where to Find Locally: Mt. Ashland, Crater Lake National Park, Klamath Lake region, 
Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument, Northern California

White Fir
Abies concolor

Photo Credit: Jessica Zuzack Photo Credit: Paul Sullivan/NC 
State Extension 

Photo Credit: USDA/NC State 
Extension
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● Distinguishing Features: Needles are hockey stick shaped and bark has gray dark furrows

● Range/Elevation: 500 ft - 8800 ft

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Cool dense forests at high elevations

● Needles: Green with white on both sides, hockey stick shaped, a groove runs along the top of 
the needle. Needles are arranged in dense masses upwards on branch. White stomatal bloom 
on both sides of needles. 

● Cones:  Large woody cone, young cones greenish yellow, 4-8", Older cones are purple, tall, 
cylindrical, bracts come to a point. Cones fall apart into scales when mature. 

● Bark: Gray, dark smooth, long linear furrows

● Taxa That Look Similar: Hybridizes with Red Fir (Abies magnifica) and Shasta Red Fir (Abies 
magnifica var. shastensis)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Needle groove (see pg. 57 of Trees of to Know in 
Oregon)

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Groovy: a groove runs down the middle of the 
needle & also have a hockey stick shape. A very common Christmas tree species.

● Where to Find Locally: Southeastern Oregon, east of Cascade Mountains, high elevations of 
Siskiyou Mountains

Noble Fir
Abies procera

Photo from OSU Landscape Plants, Abies Procera Photo from Coniferous Forest, Noble Fir

Photo from OSU Landscape Plants, Abies Procera
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Shasta Red Fir
Abies magnifica var. shastensis

● Distinguishing Features: Hockey stick shaped bluish needles that are grooved and ridged.

● Range/Elevation: 3000 ft - 7500 ft

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Mid-elevation open forests

● Needles: Short, 1”, bluish in color, and stand up on the branch like a hair brush. One needle 
is shaped like a hockey stick. Needles are both grooved and ridged.

● Cones: Young cones are green, upright on branches, papery bracts stick out from cone 
scales, cones 6"- 8", usually break apart before hitting ground, tall egg shape

● Bark: Bark is reddish brown, cross hatched, deeply furrowed

● Taxa That Look Similar: White Fir, Noble Fir, hybridizes with Red Fir & Noble Fir

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Needle ridge, but can be ridged or grooved. 
Look for reddish bark.

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Hockey Stick shaped needles

● Where to Find Locally: Mt. Ashland, near Mt. Shasta

Photo Credit: 
calphotos.berkeley.edu

Other photos and drawing by Marina Bohn

Cone bracts
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● Distinguishing Features: Dioecious, coniferous evergreen shrub to small tree with red arils 
and reddish papery bark. Yews have dark green flat needles. Yews often grow in riparian 
areas.

● Range/Elevation: 100 ft - 6500 ft

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Understory tree in Douglas-fir forests along streams or 
northern slopes. Rarely reaches its maximum growth height of 75 feet.

● Needles: About 1” long, arranged in two flat rows, dark green ending in a point

● Cones: Aril, a red fleshy cup with seed inside, edible to birds, poisonous to humans

● Bark: Reddish, papery, scaly. Bark contains cancer-fighting alkaloids named taxol, or 
paclitaxel, which caused overharvesting of the tree. Now taxol is synthesized from needles of 
a relative Yew tree. Pacific Yew bark and wood is very strong and an important material used 
by indigenous tribes.

● Taxa That Look Similar: Grand Fir also has flat arrangement of needles, but are shinier and 
longer. Grand Fir does not have reddish papery bark.

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Reddish papery bark, arils and flat arrangement 
of needles. 

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Arils, bark, found usually near a stream

● Where to Find Locally: Lithia Park, Ashland Creek, Wagner Creek

Pacific Yew
Taxus brevifolia

Photos by Marina Bohn
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● Distinguishing Features: Gnarled branches, droopy crowns, star-like arrangement of 
needles on twigs

● Range/Elevation: 4,000-9,000 feet

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: High elevations in mountainous terrain, north-facing 
slopes or near cool streams

● Needles: Less than 1 inch long, dark green to blue-green, bluntly rounded tips, white-ish 
stomatal bloom on both sides, arranged spirally on twigs given it them a star-like appearance 

● Cones: 2-5 inches long, woody with thin rounded scales, reddish-brown, can remain on the 
tree all year long 

● Bark: Reddish-brown to purplish-brown, deep narrow ridges

● Taxa That Look Similar: Tsuga heterophylla (Western Hemlock)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Mountain Hemlock bark is thicker and more 
furrowed than Western Hemlock. 

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Mountain Hemlock grows high in the 
mountains, but it’s afraid of heights! It droops down to try to get lower.

● Where to Find Locally: Mt. Ashland

Mountain Hemlock
Tsuga mertensiana

Photo Credit: Jessica Zuzack Photo Credit: Jessica Zuzack
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● Distinguishing Features: Fleshy cones and resin dots make this 

species unique

● Range/Elevation: 0-9000 ft.

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Dry, expanding, less than fifteen inches of rain per year

● Needles: 3 mm, scale-like, distinct resin dots, needles rounded in older growth, pointed in new 
growth, dark green to greenish-gray 

● Cones: Both monoecious or dioecious, berry-like, fleshy, resinous, bluish-gray, glaucous, 
maturing in two years to ¼” diameter

● Bark: Gray-brown to reddish-brown, peeling to linear strips with shallow fissures and flattened 
ridges

● Taxa That Look Similar: Juniperus commonis (Common Juniper)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Scaled needles vs. stomatal bloom

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions: Witch finger needles

● Where to Find Locally: Hobart Bluff, Shasta Valley, Ashland Loop Road

Western Juniper
Juniperis occidentalis

Photo Credit: Maya Shoemaker

Comparison Photo: Common Juniper 
Photo Credit: Morton Arboretum
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● Distinguishing Features: They’re the tallest trees in 
the world! The needles are shaped like double-edged 
sword, but on branches with cones needles may be 
shaped like sewing awls (short, sharp, and rapidly 
tapering)

● Range/Elevation: 0-2,000 feet

● Habitat Type/Soil Characteristics: Cool, coastal fog 
belt

● Needles: Short, up to 1 inch long, green on upperside, 
white bands on the underside, grow in a flat plane, 
pointed tips, needles are variable from base of tree to 
top

● Cones: Small, barrel-shaped, woody, brown, up to 
1.25 inches long, thick and wrinkled scales

● Bark: Reddish when young, turning grey with age, 
long linear strips becoming deeply furrowed, can be 
up to 12 inches thick

● Taxa That Look Similar: Seqouiadendron giganteum 
(Giant Sequoia)

● How to Distinguish Between Similar Taxa: Giant 
Sequoia are the largest trees in the world with wider 
trunks than Redwood. Giant Sequoias are found in the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains, rather than the coastal fog 
belt where Redwoods are found.

● EE-Friendly Opportunities for Distinctions:  They 
grow up to the fog clouds where they get some of 
their water.

● Where to Find Locally: On SOU campus next to 
tennis court parking lot on Wightman Street, and 
Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park

Redwood
Sequoia sempervirens

Photo credit: Conifercountry.com

Photo credit: 
Conifercountry.com

Photo credit: Bernt Rostad
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Glossary

Aril: specialized fleshy seed-covering like that on a female Yew 
tree.

Bract: structures on a seed cone scale of a conifer, often a 
different color or texture than the rest of the cone. The mouse 
tails on Douglas-fir cones are bracts.

Dioecious: having female and male reproductive parts on separate 
individuals such as in the Pacific Yew. One tree produces female 
arils, another tree produces male cones.

Fascicle: a small cluster or bundle, a fairly common leaf or needle 
arrangement, like the 3 needles per fascicle on a Ponderosa Pine.

Furrow: deep lines or grooves on the bark of trees.

Glaucous: covered with a whitish or bluish, waxy or powdery film.

Gymnosperm: group of plants that create “naked seeds” such as 
conifers, cycads and ginko.

Monoecious: having both female and male reproductive parts on 
the same plant/individual; hermaphrodite. Example: Ponderosa 
Pine

Stomatal Bloom: a white, powderlike coating sometimes found on 
a leaf or stem surface indicating the location of stomata, often on 
the underside of the needle.
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References by Species
Douglas-fir
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Douglas-fir page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 11-13

Incense Cedar
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Incense Cedar page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 14-15

Port Orford Cedar
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 17-18

Ponderosa Pine
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Ponderosa Pine page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 29-30

Jeffrey Pine
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Jeffrey Pine page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 31-32
● US Department of Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service Plant Guide

Lodgepole Pine
● University of California- Forest Research and Outreach- Lodgepole Pine page
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Lodgepole Pine page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 28-29

Knobcone Pine
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Knobcone Pine page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, page 34

Whitebark Pine
● Trees to Know in Oregon, page 39
● National Audubon Society Field Guide to Trees: Western Region, pages 268-269

Sugar Pine
● Gymnosperm Database (conifers.org) Sugar Pine page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 36-37
● Forest Service- Sugar Pine page

Grand Fir
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - White fir and Grand fir page
● Field Guide to Trees of North America, page 114

White Fir
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - White fir and Grand fir page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 54-55

Noble Fir
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Noble fir and Shasta fir page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 50-51, 57

Shasta Red Fir
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Noble fir and Shasta fir page
● Field Guide to Trees of North America, page 116
● Trees to Know in Oregon, page 52

Pacific Yew
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Pacific Yew
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 58-59

Mountain Hemlock
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Mountain Hemlock page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 20-21

Western Juniper
● Trees to Know in Oregon, page 24

Redwood
● Conifer Country (conifercountry.org) - Redwood page
● Trees to Know in Oregon, pages 40-41
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